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Abstract
RHN Satellite includes a significant update to the Multiple Organizations (Multiorg)
feature, which allows administrators to view, create, and manage multiple
organizations across the Satellite. This whitepaper details these new features, such
as creating and managing organizational trusts, channel sharing between trusted
organizations, and migrating systems from one trusted organization to another.
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Red Hat Satellite 5.1 introduced the creation and management of multiple organizations within one
Satellite installation, allowing for the division of systems, content, and subscriptions across different
organizations, departments, or other specified groups. Red Hat Satellite 5.3 expanded multiple
organization support to include organizational trusts that allow sharing custom channel content,

http://www.opencontent.org/openpub/
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migration of systems between organizations. This guide will help you understand and make the most
of these new capabilities

1. What You'll Need to Get Started
Whether you are installing a fresh Satellite or upgrading an older version of Satellite, you'll need the
following things to get a Multiple Organization Support ('multi-org') Satellite up and running:

• Satellite Certificate for Satellite 5.3 (Contact Red Hat Technical Support to obtain a 5.3 certificate;
see http://www.redhat.com/apps/support for contact information)

• An RHN hosted (rhn.redhat.com) account with sufficient Satellite subscriptions available (if not
running Satellite in disconnected mode.)

• Satellite 5.3 ISO image

• A system with Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 4 or 5. Minimum requirements:

• Software: Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 4 or 5(x86, x86_64, s390, or s390x architecture) with the
@Base package group installed.

• Hardware: Please refer to the Red Hat Network Satellite 5.3.0 Installation Guide for detailed
Hardware requirements.

2. Organization Trust Relationships
Organizations can share their resources with each other by establishing an organizational trust
relationship. Organizational trusts are defined by the Satellite Administrator and implemented by the
Organization Administrator. An organizational trust is bi-directional, meaning that once a Satellite
Administrator establishes a trust between two or more organizations, the Organization Administrator
from each organization is free to share as much or as little of their resources as they need to. It is up
to each Organization Administrator to determine what resources to share, and what shared resources
from other organizations in the trust relationship to use.

Each individual relationship is unique and mutually exclusive from other org's trust relationship. For
example: if the Accounting Org trusts the Finance Org , and the Finance Org trusts the Facilities Org,
then the Accounting Org will not trust the Facilities Org unless a separate trust relationship is defined
between Accounting and Facilities organizations.

3. Sharing Custom Channels
Once an organizational trust has been established, organizations can now share custom software
channels with the other organizations in the trust. There are three levels of channel sharing that can
be applied to each channel for finer-grained channel access control:

• Private — Make the channel private so that it cannot be accessed by any organizations except the
owning organization.

• Protected — Allow the channel to be accessed by specific trusted organizations of your choice.

• Public — Allow all organizations within the trust to access the custom channel.

Trusted Organizations that are granted access to the custom content using the protected or public
access modes can allow their client systems to install and update packages from the shared channel.
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When a Organization Administrator changes the access of a shared channel to a access level that
is not allowed for a consuming organization, the systems subscribed to the shared channel will lose
subscription access.

Systems that are subscribed to shared content can be unsubscribed automatically when the following
actions occur:

• Trust Relationship is removed by the Satellite Administrator

• Organization Administrator changes channel access to private

• Organization Administrator changes channel access to public and does not include the subscribed
system's organization in the protected list

• Organization Administrator deletes the shared channel directly

• Organization Administrator deletes the parent channel of a shared child channel

All Red Hat software channels are managed through entitlements. Organization Administrators cannot
share Red Hat Channels because they are available to all organizations that have entitlements to
those channels. The Satellite administrator is responsible for assigning Red Hat software channel
entitlements to each organization.

4. System Migration
In addition to sharing software channels, organizations in a trust can migrate systems to other trusted
organizations by using a utility, migrate-system-profile, that is executed from the command-line using
the systemID and orgID as arguments to specify the system migration and its destination organization.
The Satellite Administrator can migrate a system from one trusted organization to any other in the
trust. However, Organization Administrators can only migrate a system from their own organization to
another in the trust.

The migrate-system-profile command requires the spacewalk-utils package to be
installed. spacewalk-utils is installed on Satellite 5.3 by default but may also be installed on
other clients that are subscribed to the rhn-tools channel. When an organization migrates a system
with the migrate-system-profile command, the system does not carry any of the previous
entitlements or channel subscriptions from the source organization. However, the system's history is
preserved, and can be accessed by the new Organization Administrator in order to simplify the rest of
the migration process, which includes subscribing to a base channel and granting entitlements.

The usage from the command line is the following:

migrate-system-profile --satellite {SATELLITE HOSTNAME OR IP} --
systemId={SYSTEM ID} --to-org-id={DESTINATION ORGANIZATION ID}

For example, if the Finance department (created as an organization in RHN Satellite with OrgID 2)
wants to migrate a workstation (with SystemID 10001020) from the Engineering department, but the
Finance Organization Administrator does not have shell access to the RHN Satellite server. The RHN
Satellite hostname is satserver.example.com. The Finance Organization Administrator would type
the following from a shell prompt:
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migrate-system-profile --satellite satserver.example.com --
systemId=10001020 --to-org-id=2

The Finance Organization Administrator is then prompted for their username and password (unless
they specified it using --username= and --password= at the command-line). The Finance
Organization Administrator would then be able to see the system from the Systems page when
logged into the RHN Satellite web interface. The Finance Organization Administrator can then finish
the migration process by assigning a base channel and granting entitlements to the client as any other
system registered to the organization.

Satellite Administrators that need to migrate several systems at once can use the --csv option
of migrate-system-profile to automate the process using a simple comma-separated list of
systems to migrate.

A line in the CSV file should contain the ID of the system to be migrated as well as destination
organization's ID in the following format:

systemId,to-org-id

The systemId, for example could be 1000010000, while the to-org-id could be 4. An example
CSV would look like the following:

1000010000,3
1000010020,1
1000010010,4

For more information about using migrate-system-profile, refer to the manual page by typing
man migrate-system-profile or for a basic help screen type migrate-system-profile -h
at the command line.

A. Revision History
Revision 1.0
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